
1984 NINETEEN EIGHTY FOUR AND ANCIENT PUBLICATION

Nineteen Eighty-Four: A Novel, often published as , is a dystopian novel by English . To his dismay, however, an old
man he meets has no significant memory before the Revolution. As he works in the Ministry of Truth, he meets Julia.

A leading marksman here is undoubtedly Bernard Crick, author of the first full scale biography of Orwell and
both presenter and programme consultant for the substantial Arena portrait of Orwell televised from 29
December to 4 January  George Orwell , the novel's author, died in [24] so the novel enters the public domain ,
on 1 January  Colchester was destroyed and London also suffered widespread aerial raids, leading Winston's
family to take refuge in a London Underground station. The fact of course is that it is precisely there that the
sort of regime Orwell imagines is most and not least tyrannical, as the workers of East Berlin and Budapest
and Gdansk and a hundred other places know to their cost. These super states will naturally be in opposition to
each other or a novel point will pretend to be much more in opposition than in fact they are. In Winston's
experience, the dissident is beaten and tortured, and, when near-broken, he is sent to Room to face "the worst
thing in the world"â€”until love for Big Brother and the Party replaces dissension. But it is a book mined out
of and forged by real experience of working-class struggle that can show up the glum speculations of Nineteen
Eighty-Four for the barren spectres that they are Alternative hopes, the glimmers of future possibilities within
that generation were not things that, during the writing of Nineteen Eighty-Four, Orwell was in touch with.
These strategies can then be reinforced by turning him into a kind of secular saint. About near fine, with
ownership inscriptions to the front endpaper and half-title pages, front hinge cracked and secure at half-title
page; unclipped dust jacket, with some light wear and minor chips to the extremities, some dampstaining to
verso, spine a bit faded, but still red, front panel bright and unfaded. III If the account of Nineteen Eighty-Four
given in the last section were the whole truth about the book then we could ignore it as an odd bit of s
right-wing graffiti, a mediation in the imaginative terms of fiction of the terrors that haunted the editorial
columns of the Daily Telegraph. A Stalinist? Finally, it does not matter who heads up the authoritarian state: a
bully boy like Mussolini, a strutting coprophiliac like Hitler, a Napoleonic pig like Stalin, or a brainless
dancing bear like Trump. Applied to an opponent, it means the habit of impudently claiming that black is
white, in contradiction of the plain facts. One day, Julia secretly hands Winston a note confessing her love for
him, and the two begin a torrid affair, an act of the rebellion as the Party insists that sex may only be used for
reproduction. To take a typical instance: it is a standard device in liberal novels that address themselves to a
society in crisis to depict suffering and exploitation in moved and moving terms but then slip past the
disruptive political implications of that vision into personal relationships that are miraculously not blocked by
the mess and that allow hero and heroine to escape into a concluding and blandly happy marriage. But in the
long run, all that does not matter, because George Orwell got it right. No one who knew London in the years
immediately after will need to be told where the appalling shabbiness of the book's setting came from. Texts,
in other words, set material limits to the ways they can be read and the tasks they can perform, but for some
texts â€” and Nineteen Eighty-Four is clearly one of them â€” those limits are broad and a range of conflicting
readings and uses is possible. Surprisingly, there were quite a few callers, most of whom seem to have been a
trial. But four years or so later there were to be no such problems with Nineteen Eighty-Four. More often, as
Raymond Williams has pointed out [7] , they are seen, in the same revealing but disgraceful metaphor that is
central to Animal Farm, as animals, a different species from normal humanity.


